
Regarding the MSP 2015 to 2023 CIP and the  2015 to 2035 MSP LTCP Update  

Ladies and Gentlemen:  

An MSP LTCP Update in 2015 was required by a condition set by the Council and documented in the 2010 LTCP 
update. The Preliminary Draft LTCP Update (August 2016) had new 2016 to 2035 forecasts as the basis for MSP capital 
improvements. Plans for an expansion of MSP, as provided in MS §473.611, subdivision 5, and §473.655, must be 
consistent with the development guide of the Met Council [MS §473.181]. We presume the guide forecasted transportation 

needs based on demographics and economic growth as in the past.  

The Metropolitan Airports Commission (MAC) forecast, extending 2000 to 2015 use (percent increase or loss, 5 year 
increments) is a change to the MSP Capital Improvements Plan (CIP) for 2016 to 2024. The forecast has not yet been 
reviewed by Federal, State, Metropolitan or municipal agencies as to legality, economic need, environmental or public health 
impacts, safety and other past considerations. In our opinion, Met Council should have reviewed the forecasts before 

approving 2016 and 2017 CIP projects. 

So, the MSP CIP approvals for 2016 -2017 by Met Council are  inappropriate and contrary to precedent, if not 
law, lacking a common forecast basis. The MSP LTCP Public Hearing and an ensuing discussion and agreement is 
needed before tens of millions of dollars are spent. 

It is unusual and unwise if no projects in any MAC CIP were reviewed by the Met Council for the last five years, as we were told by 
Met Council staff. MSP plans in late 2010 were in flux because runway use, maximum flight operations per hour, and noise-exposure 
were all changed compared to the Draft 2030 LTCP Update. Because of the September 2010 near-mid-air-collision, FAA began to revise 

MSP air traffic procedures, added several routes and modified others. 

At the time, FAA’s Next Gen schedule for MSP anticipated PBN/RNAV routes and more automated arrivals and departures by now. 

However, that is no longer the Federal air traffic control, ground safety, or Next Gen deployment plan: 

 The FAA MSP ATC Tower revised R30R departure routes several times and all MSP routes were planned for PBN/RNAV routes 

and more automated air traffic control at peak-hours; 

 Next Gen deployment schedules slipped more than 5 years for MSP and remain uncertain; 

 Standard Instrument Departures (SIDs) and Standard Terminal Arrival Routes (STARs) were to be used as runway use increased 

and later with PBN and Next Gen full deployment to manage safety risks for additional operations per hour; 

 FAA was asked by MAC to use Performance-Based Area Navigation (PBN/RNAV) routes selectively for noise reasons and refused 

due to complications and safety risks; 

 The NTSB issued the Converging Runways Operations (CRO) safety warning in July 2013, which the MSP ATCT supposedly told 

the MAC had been taken into account in the new ATC plans1; 

 The FAA Administrator ordered in July 2015 that MSP R35 arrivals —when R30L/R (parallel runways) were being used for near-
simultaneous —departures were “suspended,” and he continued the order in February 2016, finding that synchronizing R30L and 
R35 operations was insufficient safety risk management. The result will be a lower hourly maximum, depending on new systems. 

Complying with a lower hourly operations maximum will have many CIP and LTCP impacts; 

 The MAC and Met Council delayed the 2015 MSP LTCP Update, initially to allow noise contour mapping using more stable flight 

operations as in March 2016, now postponed until “late 20172”  

So, MSP flight operations impact the public health and welfare in more and different ways than were reviewed in the 2020 
Environmental Assessment (EA) and must be considered anew by Met Council. 

_______________________________________________________ 

1. While it is clear that the MSP ATC Tower was revising ATC procedures and anticipating the availability of both airline avionics and improved ATC systems, there is little 
evidence that hourly operations at the previously planned maximums were possible, certainly not by February 2016. Airlines accommodated lower peak hours, and ground 
traffic changes were pending (such as the taxiway bridges).  

2. Both MAC and Met Council staff have said that the City of Minneapolis had requested the LTCP delay so noise mitigation program adjustments could be based on more 
complete flight operations data. We are told that the Consent Decree “actual” noise exposure maps for 2014 and 2015 have been drawn and can be drawn for 2016. 
Planned capacity, routes and schedules are needed for the LTCP and an FAA/MAC Environmental Assessment (EA). Forecast noise exposure maps are not sufficient for 
the LTCP or EA because pollution (such as GHG and particulates), safety (zoning) and costs are not correlated with day-night level (DNL). Possibly, using the FAA 
Automated Environs Development Tool (AEDT) more generally for planning routes and profiles is intended?
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The Council did not review several 2016-17 MSP CIP projects to construct passenger handling … which would permit a 
25 percent or greater increase in passengers [MS 473.621 Subdivision 6 (e)] and some projects exceeding $5 million cost 
[Subdivision 6]  The 2010 LTCP passenger forecasts were changed for 2016 forward; MSP safe flight capacity is reduced by 
the converging runways operations changes. The review criteria should also include the passenger and flight operations 

limited MSP capacity provisions in 1996 Minnesota Law and the1998 FEIS/ROD through 2020. 

So, the Met Council approvals of 2015-2017 MSP CIP projects are inconsistent with the (existing) Transportation 
Policy Plan (TPP) 

As operations were restored after the 2007-2008 recession and Northwest Airlines’ bankruptcy, more operations were 
scheduled at peak-hours. What is the economic need if the actual use of hourly capacity by origin and destination O&D 
passengers is less than 50% as previously planned? Less the 35%? Neither the MAC, Met Council nor the State directly 
controls this use, but the State 1998 plan, agreed upon by the Federal government, was to provide 25% more O&D 

passenger capacity3 using the new runway and airport facilities: 

 FAA policy maximizing runway use (minimizing intervals between runway operations) at MSP led to air traffic control difficulties that 

were exacerbated by airline mergers. And exacerbated again by the CRO Safety Order. 

 The operations forecasts usually included in a Draft MSP LTCP Update apply to planned annual passenger capacity, which varies 

by aircraft capacity, available runway operations per day, schedules, and the FAA systems deployed. 

 Terminal expansions and added gates support more operations at peak hours at a high cost per operation. Fees paid by airlines are 

passed on disproportionally to local air travelers, resulting in fares that are not competitive with other cities;  

 A complete description of the projects is at best waiting for accurate O&D passenger forecasts, an unlikely revision of the CRO 

Safety Order and a determination of the cost of Safety Risk Management. 

So, the MSP LTCP Public Hearing and the TPP should immediately examine and report how the “hubbing 
factor,” O&D passenger services and capacity, airline competition, safety, and other airport facilities affect 
economic growth. 

The planned 2016 and 2017 MSP CIP projects will extend the MSP noise zones, and should not be approved as 

consistent with the TPP: 

 The land uses and populations affected by noise are not the same as in 2007 to 2010, and the noise mitigation plan 
provided through Amendment 2 of the Consent Decree does not apply to non-plaintiff cities or consider changes in noise 

exposure standards;  

 Probably, Federal environmental rules for noise and pollution4 and commercial flights (routes and schedules) will change 

in the next two decades;  

 In any event, MSP noise mitigation is funded from airport-use fees; these costs directly and through fare disparities are 
paid by O&D passengers. (Fares are also high for O&D passengers for other reasons, including how reservations and 

ticketing prices are managed by the airlines involved.) 

So, extending overflight routes and procedures for unneeded hourly capacity increases health risks, poor 
school performance, and safety risks for no economic gain (probably continuing higher O&D fares and other 
limitations to economic growth in the Twin Cities Metro). 

____________________________________________________ 

3. Annual flight and passenger capacity depends upon available seats per flight operation and the number of flights per year. Flights capacity per 

year (or day or hour) depends upon airport hours by runway and flow, 

4. Federal infrastructure, energy, and environmental regulation and tax policies are being proposed that may make funds more available for 

expansion of U.S. aviation.  The Met Council TPP should guide how the funds are requested and ised here.  
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In 2010, maximum safe flight capacity at MSP at peak hours was presumed to be 160 operations per hour, considerably 
more than forecast for 50% O&D passenger enplanements in 2020 and 2025. MSP facilities and operating costs are also 
affected by its runway asymmetry, which accumulates arriving aircraft for a time and then limits departures for a time (or vice-
versa). More hourly capacity serves connecting passengers by allowing larger “banks” of airliners at MSP at the same hour. 
This scheduling poorly serves O&D passengers either by crowding airport spaces or by building costly terminal and airfield 

capacity: 

 The CRO Safety Order limited maximum operations per hour and should have reduced facilities requirements for the same number of 

enplanements rather than increased them. 

 Key LTCP issues include balancing airfield safety and capacity costs, O&D air services, space, and “airline demand” to support 

economic growth and public health and welfare; 

 An important planning guideline applied to MSP hub expansion in the 1996 Law and 1998 FEIS was the “hubbing factor” or the ratio 

of O&D passengers to connecting passengers4; 

 An updated TPP for air transportation is urgently needed to advise the public, the Legislature and the Metro region, and the absence 

of this guidance limits policy-making at several levels; 

So, the Met Council should hold an immediate public hearing and establish air transportation policy.  

 

SMAAC became aware that the FAA MSP maximum hourly flight operation rate at MSP was a safety risk in 2005. The 
risk was in three parts: ground traffic facilities (gate-to-runway distances, deicing and fueling stations, gate “dwell time,”etc.), 
limited arrival time margins (runway availability) and airline priorities (schedule keeping, staffing levels). After the 2101 
incident, the MSP ATCT presented their plan for modifying routes (turning R30R departures to maintain separations from an 

R30L departure and clearing the runway for a R30R arrival) and changing to departure runway by destination. 

The controller error was assumed to be a lack of situational awareness and coordination between controllers that could 
be avoided by reducing “air crossings,” more routes, and more precise navigation (reduced arrival and departure interval 
margins). The 2010 NextGen development schedules supported more use of MSP at peaks and the MAC planned more 
gates and other improvements. It may be that, sometime in the future, NextGen and PBN/RNAV capability will be available, 

but not needed (or affordable) for more capacity at MSP.  

So the 2015 to 2020 comprehensive plan should be realistic as to NextGen and PBN/RNAV deployments as a limitation 
at peak hours. That need not affect MSP O&D capacity or use needed for economic growth. That is the point of this letter. 
What to do now. What to do after 2020 can be considered in the next LTCP Update, informed by an economic need forecast, 

technology advances, new regulations, and principled policies. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

James R. Spensley 

James R. Spensley, President  

South Metro Airport Action Council 

 

Public Distribution  —see email 

 

 

__________________________________________ 

4.  During the Dual-Track studies, in the Legislative hearings in 1996, and in subsequent MSP LTCPs, policy supported “local” airlines by 
anticipating a connecting hub. The idea was that airline investments in Minnesota would more than pay for doubling the passengers and flights using 
MSP, so that a roughly equal number of connecting passengers and O&D passengers could use MSP. Airlines record origin boardings and first 
connecting airport arrivals to collect passenger-facility charges (PFCs). This system no longer reflects the actual passenger ratio because: interline 

connections are recorded by, some airlines (Southwest) sell, tickets by leg. As a result, a connecting passenger is often recorded as 2 origin departures. 


